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Abstract:

The natural immune system has evolved many interesting mechanisms to solve the problem of self-nonself discrimination.

An anomaly detection system based upon principles derived from the immune system was introduced in [Forr94] . Its main

advantages are that it is distributable, local, and tunable. This paper provides an overview of the theoretical, algorithmic

and practical developments extending the original proposal. In particular, we present information theoretic results on the

detection method, show the possibility of strings that cannot be detected for a given combination of self set and matching

rule, present efficient algorithms to generate the detector set, and provide rules of thumb for setting the parameters to apply

this method to a real data set.

1. Introduction

1.1 Motivations from Immunology

Much of computer security can be viewed as the problem of distinguishing self (legitimate users, authorized actions,

original source code, uncorrupted data, etc.) from nonself (intruders, computer viruses, spoofing, Trojan horses, etc.).

Nature, more specifically the natural immune system, has been solving a similar problem for hundreds of millions of years,

using methods quite different from those typically used to protect computers.

The body’s immune system is comprised of a wide range of mechanisms, the intricacies of which are still being

unraveled (see [Jane97] for an overview of immunology). These mechanisms are often categorized as either “specific”  or

“nonspecific”  depending on whether they provide specialized protection against a known type of intrusion (such as

antibodies reacting against one specific kind of virus), or a more general protection against anything coming in from the

outside (such as the skin, or inflammatory responses against cell damage). Likewise, computer security measures can be

divided into specific (virus checking with signatures, security analysis tools [Farm93], etc.) and nonspecific (good code

hygiene, firewalls, encryption, etc.). However, most of the nonspecific measures are passive, in the sense that they only

prevent nonself from intruding on the system but do not detect intrusions in progress, whereas the specific measures usually

have a difficult time keeping up with the new attacks continually being developed or discovered by malicious agents. Any

single protection mechanism is likely to have its own vulnerabilities, making it hard to find and patch every security hole in
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a large computer system. It is our belief that a comprehensive multi-faceted approach is necessary, in which, similar to

natural immune systems, both specific and nonspecific protection mechanisms play an integrated role.

In earlier work by Forrest et al. [Forr94], an anomaly-detection algorithm was introduced based on one of the

mechanisms used by the immune system: The generation of T lymphocytes in the thymus (see [Dipa97] for a survey of

other immunity-based systems for engineering applications). T lymphocytes, or T cells, are one of the many kinds of

specialized cells in the immune system. The surface of a lymphocyte is covered with receptors that can bind to antigens

(foreign proteins). Each lymphocyte has one specific kind of receptor, and each receptor binds to a small group of struc-

turally related antigens. The receptors on T cells are constructed by a pseudo-random process. As the T cells mature in the

thymus, they undergo a censoring process called negative selection, in which those T cells that bind self proteins are

destroyed [Kapp87, Paul89]. After censoring, T cells that do not bind self are released to the rest of the body and provide

the basis for our immune protection against foreign antigens. This mechanism in the immune system is very robust, because

of its distributed nature, and remarkably efficient. The repertoire of T cells produced in this way seems to cover most of the

antigen space (estimated at around 1016 different possible foreign molecules), while tolerating an estimated 106 different

body proteins as “self”  [Inma78]. In immunology, T cells are counted under the specific immune response, because each

individual T cell responds to a specific antigen. However, the generation of a repertoire of randomly generated T cells

covering almost all of the antigen space can be viewed as a nonspecific mechanism.

The algorithm presented in [Forr94] works in a similar way. Detectors are generated to match anything that does not

belong to self (for this reason, it is also sometimes called the “negative selection method”). In operation, these detectors are

used in much the same way as signatures are used to scan for specific computer viruses. However, a virus scan program

only checks for a small number of known signatures and needs to be updated continuously with signatures for newly emerg-

ing viruses. Our method relies on having a large enough set of random detectors that virtually all nonself objects will be

detected. Thus, the negative selection method can be classified as an active, yet nonspecific, protection mechanism. As a

nonspecific method, it might not always be as efficient or effective as some of the knowledge-intensive special-purpose

mechanisms for detecting specific kinds of changes or known attacks. Its strength, however, is its generality; it potentially

could be applied in many settings as a safety net to catch anomalies that might otherwise go undetected.

1.2. A Distributable, Local and Tunable Anomaly Detection Method

In the immune system, the self and nonself objects, as well as the detectors, are peptides, short strings of amino acids. It

is not entirely clear at what level of granularity we should place the corresponding elements in a computer system. For

instance, the self objects could be the users logged on a system, with each detector looking at some random part of their

audit trail. Our emphasis, however, has been on a lower level of granularity, where both the detectors and the data to be

protected consist of fixed length strings over a given alphabet of symbols (usually binary). However, the method does not

depend on this representation and can be applied to any collection of objects. In immunology, binding between antigen and

T-cell receptors depends on interactions between the complementary shapes of antigen and receptor molecules (the so-

called “ lock and key”  model). The match between antigen and receptor need not be exact, so each receptor can bind a small

range of similar antigens and vice versa. We simulate this by using a “matching rule”  which, given a detector and an
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unknown string, decides whether the detector matches the string. This decision can be based on any of a number of string

matching algorithms, such as edit distance, Hamming distance etc.

The choice of matching rule is crucial to the performance of this method. To date, our research has mainly used the “ r-

contiguous-bits”  matching rule, taken from theoretical immunology [Perc92]. With this rule, two strings are said to match if

they are identical in at least r contiguous positions (where r is a parameter of the matching rule). For instance, for r=5, the

two strings on the left match under this rule, whereas the two strings on the right do not match:

1000111101011010 1010010001000110

0101011101101000 0101001011100010

Although this is the matching rule used throughout most of the paper, it should be stressed that this choice of rule was

fairly arbitrary. It does lend itself quite well to analysis and serves mainly as an illustration of the feasibility of the method.

In [Forr94] for example, it was used successfully to do some simple virus detection. For use in a real security system, other

matching rules based on checksums or even cryptographic one-way hash functions might be more appropriate.

Similar to the generation of T cells in the thymus, detector strings can be generated at random. The ones that match any

of the self strings to be protected (according to the specified matching rule) are eliminated. The ones that fail to match any

of the self strings form the detector set (or “ repertoire” ) R. This process is repeated until we have enough detectors to ensure

the desired protection level (defined in terms of the probability of success in detecting any nonself strings with at least one

detector). This generate-and-test algorithm, illustrated in Figure 1, works for any matching rule, however it requires sam-

pling a number of candidate detectors that is exponential in the size of the self set [DeBo93]. Similarly, in the thymus, 95-

99% of all immature T cells get eliminated, an apparent waste of resources. In a highly parallel system like the body,

however, this does not pose a problem. In a computer system we would prefer to be able to generate valid detectors directly,
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Figure 1: Constructing a set of detectors R for a set of self strings S, using generate-and-

test. The matching rule used here is “r-contiguous-bits” with r=2. The strings in Ro are

generated at random. The ones that match any of the strings in S are rejected.
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without having to guess randomly. We will present some much more efficient algorithms to generate detectors in Section 3.

Figure 2 shows the relevant sets of strings and how they relate to each other. String space U and detector space Ud are

drawn separately for clarity, even though in this paper U = Ud. We introduce the following notation:

Matches(P) = Q (read: “P matches Q”) iff Q contains all the strings matched by any detector in P.

MatchedBy(Q) = P (read: “Q is matched by P”) iff P contains all the detectors matching any string in Q.

Matching probability Pm : probability that a randomly chosen string and detector match according to the matching rule.

Failure probability Pf : probability that a single random nonself string will not be matched by any of the detectors in R.1

We write NX for the size (cardinality) of a set X. In particular, NS is the size of the self set and NR is the detector set size.

Given a set of self strings S ⊂ U, the goal is to find a detector set R ⊂ Ud that matches as many of the nonself strings in N

as possible (N = U-S), without matching any of the self strings in S. The detectors in R are chosen from the set of candidate

detectors C, consisting of all strings that do not match any string in S (i.e., C = Ud - MatchedBy(S)). If we were to include

all candidate detector strings in R, we would be able to detect all nonself strings in set N′, which may or may not be equal to

N (see the discussion of holes in Subsection 2.3). Generally, only a small subset of candidate detectors will be included in R,

allowing us to detect all nonself strings in D (with D ⊂ N′ ⊂ N). Failure probability Pf = ND/NN, or Pf ≈ ND/NU if NS << NU.

Matches

Matches

MatchedBy

�

�
��� �

��

�

� 	�

detected

undetected

holes

self strings

Figure 2: Relationships between the subsets of string space U and detector space Ud. String space is

partitioned into self strings S and nonself strings N. Candidate detectors (C) are those that do not

match any string in S. The detector set R is a subset of the candidate detectors. Nonself strings can

be further subdivided in detectable nonself strings (N´) and holes (H = N - N´, not labeled). Detectable

nonself strings can be detected (D) or not (F = N´ - D, not labeled), depending on the choice of R.

This method (as is true of most other anomaly detection methods) relies on having an accurate and stable description of

self. In this sense it could be considered as static (although some of the more dynamic mechanisms in the immune system
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can be used to provide a form of online learning). Earlier work emphasized the change detection properties of the algorithm

[Dhae95b, Dhae96a, Dhae96b], but its application is not limited to purely static data sets such as data files. Thus it is

properly classified as an anomaly detection rather than a change detection algorithm. Our current research is applying it to

monitoring patterns of activity. For instance, the pattern of "normal" sequences of system calls for certain running processes

has been shown to be quite stable [Forr95] and can be used to detect anomalous behavior of these processes. Some work has

also been done on applying this method to anomaly detection in manufacturing processes [Dipa95].

The negative selection method has a number of features which distinguish it from most other methods:

• No prior knowledge of intrusions is necessary. This is in contrast with signature-based virus scanners.

• Detection is probabilistic but tunable. That is, in general we will not be generating a complete repertoire of detectors (i.e.

a set of detectors that covers all possible nonself strings). Instead we will content ourselves with matching all but a small

fraction Pf of nonself strings, in exchange for a smaller set of detectors. The desired probability of success in detecting

random nonself strings with a single set of detectors can be weighed against the expected number of nonself strings per

anomaly and the cost of generating, storing and checking detectors.

• The detection scheme is inherently distributable. Small sections of the protected object can be checked separately,

different sites can have independently created detector sets for the same object, and the detectors in the detector set can

themselves be run independently. No communication between detectors or detector sets is needed until a change is

detected. This makes it a promising tool for computer security in networked or distributed computer environments, or in a

scheme with autonomous agents such as the one presented in [Cros95].

• Detection is local. Classical change detection methods (such as checksum methods) typically require the entire data set to

be checked at once. Our method allows small sections of the data to be checked, and when a detector does find an

anomaly it can be localized to the string that the detector is checking.

• The set of detectors at each site can be unique. This means that if one site should be compromised, others would still be

protected. For independent detector sets, the system-wide failure probability decreases exponentially with the number of

sites protected. This may allow us to choose a fairly high Pf (and thus small detector sets) for the individual systems.

• The set of self strings and the detector set are mutually protective, meaning that the detector set protects the self set

against change and vice versa. Also, detection is local: we can pinpoint the individual string (or detector) which has been

changed.

An often heard comment when describing this anomaly detection method is “Why don’ t you just use checksums”?

Firstly, it should be noted that checksum methods are really a special case of the method described here, where the self set

consists of a single object (the file to be protected), the detector set contains a single detector (the checksum), and the

matching rule consists of calculating the checksum over the file and comparing it with the stored checksum. Therefore,

given appropriate parameter choice, out method could have all the same advantages of normal checksum methods. In that

sense, it could be considered as a generalized checksum method for protection of NS files or file sections using NR

checksums. This allows the detection to be distributed and localized. An added benefit is its tunability, which allows it to be

used as a anomaly detection method in a dynamic environment, where sensitivity to single-bit changes is not desirable.

                                                                                                                                                                                                     

1 Of course, the probability that an anomaly goes undetected will tend to be much smaller if a single anomaly results in several nonself strings.
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One of the difficulties in implementing this method is that there are many degrees of freedom in choosing the

parameters. Section 2 gives an overview of the theoretical analysis, aimed towards deriving some theoretical bounds for

these parameters and a greater understanding of the properties of this anomaly detection method. Information theoretic

approaches have been very useful in this regard. In Section 3, we give an overview of the algorithms that have been

developed to generate detector sets efficiently. We give the time and space complexity of these algorithms, as well as some

formulas and parameter bounds derived from them. We also present a similar algorithm that can be used to count the exact

number of holes (undetectable nonself strings). Section 4 compares results obtained with the different algorithms and

formulas, both on randomly generated files and on a real binary file. We also touch on some of the practical issues,

including guidelines for applying the method, how to choose the parameters, and the formulas involved. Section 5 presents

conclusions and outlines areas for further study.

2. Theoretical Analysis

In subsection 2.1, we derive an estimate of the amount of information that is lost by splitting a data stream into

unordered strings, and show how this estimate can be used to guide the choice of string length. Subsection 2.2 derives two

separate lower bounds on the size of the detector set, one based on the geometry of the string space, the other based on

information-theoretic arguments. We show how these bounds are related, and that they can be used to derive an upper

bound for the matching probability Pm. The principle of holes (undetectable nonself strings) is illustrated in subsection 2.3,

along with a proof of their existence for a large class of matching rules. The influence of holes on the achievable failure rate

is discussed, along with guidelines on how to avoid holes. A preliminary version of the material in this section appeared in

[Dhae95b].

2.1. Splitting data into strings

The anomaly detection method described above works on an unordered set of strings. In order to apply the method to a

real data set (such as a file on disk, an audit trail, the behavior of a process, a sequence of system calls of a running

program, etc.), we will typically have to preprocess the data by splitting it into strings of length l over an alphabet of size m.

This destroys some of the internal structure of the data that could be used to make the detection proceed more efficiently.

Because we want to use as much information as possible about Self, we would like to minimize this information loss. In the

following analysis we assume a binary alphabet, but extension to larger alphabets is straightforward.

The information lost by splitting up a stream ˆ S  into a set of unordered strings S is equal to the amount of information (in

bits) we would need to be given in order to reconstruct the original stream from the unordered set, or alternatively the

amount of information we would gain by being given the original stream ˆ S  if we already knew S. This can be denoted by

H( ˆ S | S)  (i.e. the conditional entropy of ˆ S  given S). In information theory, this quantity is often called the Doubt, since it is

the amount of information about ˆ S  that is missing in the encoding S. For a given string length l, a stream ˆ S  of LS bits will
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be split up into a set S of NS l-bit self strings.2 Usually, not all of these strings will be unique, so S is really a multiset. Say

we get k unique l-bit strings, where each string si appears Ni times:

N Ni S
i k

=
=
∑

1..

. 

Given such a set of NS strings, the original stream could have been one of

N

N N N

N

N N N
S

k

S

k1 2 1 2,

!

! ! !⋅⋅⋅






 =

⋅ ⋅⋅⋅

possible rearrangements of these strings. If we assume that each possible rearrangement is equally likely (i.e. we have no

prior information about the nature of the data stream), then the amount of information lost is:
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,
 bits.

From Stirling’s approximation for the factorial function, or by a reasoning similar to the one in [Cove91], it can be

shown that:
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where H(Ni/NS) stands for the entropy associated with the relative frequencies of occurrence of the strings in S. Taking the

logarithm base 2, this becomes:
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or, in “big- ” notation:

( )( )log
,2

1 2

N

N N N
N H N N

S

k
S i S⋅ ⋅ ⋅







 = ⋅  .

Therefore, as a bound on the amount of information lost, we get:

( )( ) ( )( )∆I N H N N L H N N lS i S S i S1 = ⋅ = ⋅  . (2)

This analysis suggests that if we measure the average entropy per bit of the strings in S for different string lengths l, we

could minimize the information loss by choosing the value of l for which the entropy per bit is minimal. In general, this will

only be one of many factors that need to be considered in the choice of l. Although a small l tends to reduce the entropy of

the strings because it reduces the size of the total string space, the entropy per bit will tend to go up with decreasing string

length. On the other hand, increasing l beyond the point where most of the strings in S are unique will reduce entropy

                                                          

2 The alternative would be to generate the strings using a sliding window of length l. This can result in significantly less information loss but is

harder to analyze.
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because it reduces the number of strings in S, but choosing a large l will make generation of detectors difficult in terms of

space and time requirements.
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Figure 3: Entropy of the set of strings obtained by splitting an emacs binary into l-bit strings. The

dotted lines indicate the envelope within which H must fall, delimited by H/l=1 and H=log2(NS).

(a) shows the entropy H(Ni/NS) of the resulting set of strings. (b) shows the entropy per bit of

these strings, which is proportional to ∆I1.

Figure 3 illustrates how H(Ni/NS)  changes with respect to l for a real data file. The data chosen was an emacs binary

(GNU emacs v19.25.2 SGI binary, 3.2MB). The file was split up into strings of length l=1 (single bits), 2, 4, and multiples

of 8 (i.e. at byte boundaries) up to 16 bytes long. For each value of l, the entropy of the resulting set of strings was

calculated. Figure 3(a) shows clearly that there are minima in the entropy at multiples of 4 bytes, corresponding to the 32-

bit RISC instruction used to compile the binary. The values plotted here at 8-bit intervals are themselves local minima as

well: for intermediate values of l the entropy would be much higher, because this corresponds to cutting up the data at non-

byte boundaries, ignoring the natural byte structure present in the data. The entropy per bit plotted in Figure 3(b) is

proportional to ∆I1 (apart from a constant factor LS). This graph is uniformly decreasing, so in order to minimize

information loss for this data we would want to choose l as high as our other constraints allow, with a preference for multi-

ples of 4 bytes. Note that most of the gain occurs at lower string lengths, so increasing string length beyond 64 bits (8 bytes)

gives little extra improvement.

This calculation of the information lost by splitting up the data at l-bit boundaries applies not only to the anomaly

detection method described here. This is a general result, applicable to any method that transforms a stream of data into an

unordered set of strings. In particular, it would also hold for methods that take into account the frequency of occurrence of

the self strings. However, because our method ignores the frequency of occurrence of each unique l-bit string si, this

constitutes a second source of information loss. If we assume NS is known, then if we are given the set of k unique strings in

S (s1, s2, … , sk), there are
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possible ways of assigning the values for Ni (such that they sum up to NS), and thus of reconstructing the unordered multiset

S. If each of those assignments is equally likely (again, assuming we have no prior knowledge of the contents of the data
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In general, ∆I2 will be small compared to ∆I1 and can be ignored. If we do want to minimize ∆I2, minimizing NS by

choosing a large string length l would be the obvious way to do it. This would tend to reduce the number of duplicate strings

and thus the amount of information lost by ignoring duplicates, although this may in some cases increase ∆I1 because of an

increase in H(Ni/NS).

2.2. Detector set size

The number of detectors needed to achieve a specified failure rate Pf is an important factor in comparing different

parameter settings, because this affects the time needed to generate the detector set, the storage space needed for the

detector, the amount of nonself space covered by each detector, etc. It is possible to derive theoretical lower bounds on the

number of detectors needed.

A first lower bound for NR can be derived from the average matching probability Pm (probability that a randomly chosen

string and detector match according to the specified matching rule) [Pere79]. At best, we can spread the detectors apart such

that no two detectors match the same nonself string. The amount of string space covered by NR detectors is then PmNRNU.

This needs to be at least as big as (1-Pf)NU, in order to cover enough nonself strings for a failure probability of Pf (ignoring

NS with respect to NU), so:

( )N P PR f m≥ −1  . (3)

A second, more general, lower bound can be derived based on the amount of information about S that can be stored in R.

A set of detectors R constructed for a given set of self strings S can be viewed as a message encoding information about that

self set. Given a "perfect" detector set R´, that is, a set of detector strings that exactly recognizes all nonself strings, it would

be possible to reconstruct the original self set S (by checking for each string in the string space whether it is detected by any

detector in R´). Therefore, this set R´ would have to contain at least the same information as the original set S. By

calculating the information content of the original file of self strings it is possible to get an absolute lower bound on the

information content, and thus on the size, of the detector set. For a random self set, the information content will be of the
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same order as its size in bits. This means that the perfect detector set R´ would have to be of approximately the same size

(in bits) as the self set S. For large self sets this will generally not be acceptable.

We can alleviate this problem by allowing a certain amount of error in the self-nonself detection performed by the

detectors. For the purpose of this analysis, we will assume that a fraction Pf of the nonself strings are not matched by the

detectors. In other words, we allow at most Pf(NU-NS) (where U is the total string space, and NU=|U|) false negatives (nonself

strings not detected) but no false positives (no self strings classified as nonself)3. Not requiring an exact encoding of the self

set S means that we can get away with a much smaller information content, and thus, a much smaller size for the detector

set.

If we choose the self strings from the set of all possible strings U, then there are

M =
NU

NS

 
 
 

 
 
 

possible self sets of size NS. If we assume (i) that the set S of self strings is independent, i.e. that each string is chosen at

random out of the set of all possible strings, then each of those sets is equally likely, so the average information content (i.e.

entropy) of a self set of size NS is:

H S( ) = log2

NU

NS

 
 
 

 
 
  .

Given a detector set R constructed for this self set S we could try to reconstruct S. Since R has been constructed to allow

a certain amount Pf of false negatives, we won't be able to reconstruct S exactly from R. Instead we would get a set ′ S 

consisting of the NS original self strings plus Pf(NU-NS) unmatched nonself strings.

Assumption (i) says that the self strings are independent of each other. We will make a second assumption (ii) that given

Ś  we have no knowledge of which subset of NS  strings constitutes the original set S. The amount of information about S

that is missing in the encoding R is then H(S|R) (i.e. the amount of information we would gain by being given S if we

already knew R). Assumptions (i) and (ii) tell us that any subset of size NS, taken from the set ′ S  of size NS + Pf(NU-NS), is

equally likely to be the original self set S, so:

( ) ( )
H SR

N P N N

N
S f U S

S

=
+ −







log2  .

The difference between H(S) and H(S|R)  (i.e. the information in S, minus the information about S that is missing in R)

represents the amount of information about S that is preserved in the encoding R and is called the Mutual Information of S

and R (denoted by I(S;R)):

                                                          

3 A similar analysis can be made for the general case, with both false positives and false negatives. See [Dhae97].
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Using a third and last assumption, (iii): PfNU>>NS and thus also NU>>NS, we can simplify this further (the validity and

consequences of these three assumptions will be discussed later):
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(Similar results can be obtained using (1)). Since R needs to contain at least this much information, this is a lower bound

on the size of the detector set, expressed in bits. If the detectors are strings of length l in an alphabet of size m, the required

number of detectors NR is given by:

( )
N

N P

l mR

S f≥
⋅

⋅

log

log ( )
2

2

1
 . (4)

Table 1 illustrates this theoretical lower bound for NR as a function of string length l for a data stream of one million bits.

Note that for a tenfold decrease in failure rate we only need a twofold increase in the number of detectors.

l NS NR ( Pf = 0.1) NR ( Pf = 0.01)

16 62500 12977 25953

20 50000 8305 16610

24 41667 5768 11535

28 35715 4238 8474

32 31250 3245 6489

36 27778 2564 5127

40 25000 2077 4152

Table 1: lower bounds on NR for a 1Mbit long data set, for different string lengths.
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If the self strings are not independent of each other (as is often the case in reality), this will affect both assumptions (i)

and (ii). Assumption (i) (self strings are independent) led us directly to the formula for H(S) because we were allowed to

assume that all self sets were equally likely. In reality this will not be the case. We can expect real data to show some

structure, which may be reflected in a greater degree of similarity between the self strings than in sets of totally random

strings. Our experiments so far seem to confirm that we can use significantly smaller detector sets for real data. Also, if we

have high-level knowledge about the nature of the ensemble of "normal" self sets, we may be able to use that information to

achieve a smaller encoding.

It is unclear what effect non-independent self strings would have on assumption (ii). Clearly, if the NS self strings in Ś

share some characteristics that make them stand out from the Pf(NU-NS) undetected nonself strings, we have some

information about which subset of NS strings is more likely to be the original self file S and therefore H(S|R) can be smaller.

However, the character of the undetected nonself strings will largely depend on the matching rule and repertoire con-

struction algorithm chosen. With our current matching rules and algorithms, we would expect the undetected nonself strings

to lie approximately in the same region of space as the self strings. This may mean that assumption (ii) would still hold. Of

course, in practice it is recommended to check the real failure probability achieved with the generated detector set, by

sampling nonself strings or expected intrusion strings, if the distribution of these is known.

Assumption (iii) states that PfNU>>NS. In general it will be reasonable to assume at least NU>>NS (otherwise almost all

possible detector strings would match at least one of the self strings, and most of the nonself strings would in fact be unde-

tectable holes). For failure rates that are not excessively small, assumption (iii) will usually still hold. For instance, with

Pf=0.1, every single nonself string has 10% chance of escaping detection by the detectors. If an intrusion in the self file

consists of one single changed string, 10% may be quite a large error rate. However, intrusions will generally consist of

several different nonself strings and it is sufficient to catch only one of these to sound the alarm. If we have to use an

excessively small value for Pf, our approximation may no longer hold.

Although the above analysis was performed with the anomaly detection algorithm in mind (and bit strings for detectors

and self strings), it is clear that this approach is more general. In fact, the result above holds for any possible classification

scheme for a set S with zero false positives and Pf  false negatives. Examples include: Matching rules with a variable radius

for each detector, matching rules based on Hamming distance, symbolic representations for self objects and detectors, other

self-nonself detection methods (such as k-nearest-neighbors, Neural Networks, etc.), and even the natural immune system.

In particular, for checksum methods, (4) reduces trivially to Pf = 2-l, where l is the length of the checksum.

The lower bounds given by (3) and (4) use different lines of reasoning and appear to have little in common. Whereas (3)

depends mainly on the matching rule (via the matching probability Pm), (4) is a property of the self string space and desired

success rate. Depending on the parameters chosen, (3) can be smaller or larger than (4). If (3) > (4), we might be able to

construct a detector set which in principle contains enough bits of information to distinguish between S and N up to an error

rate Pf, but which can not cover enough of the string space because each detector matches too few strings. On the other

hand, if (4) > (3) this implies that there might exist a set of detectors that are spread apart in such a way that they cover all

but a fraction Pf of N, but which does not really contain enough bits of information to distinguish between S and N with this

accuracy. Because such a detector set clearly cannot exist, it must be impossible to create such a small detector set that still
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covers enough of the string space. In other words, given this matching probability it must be impossible to avoid

overlapping detector regions, so the optimal coverage assumed in (3) cannot be obtained.

If we are given a specific string space, set of self strings and desired success rate, lower bound (4) is fixed. We then need

to choose the matching rule to achieve this success rate in the most efficient way. Increasing the matching probability Pm

allows each detector to cover a larger part of the nonself space and results in a smaller detector set, as indicated by the

bound given by (3). However, the size of the detector set cannot be lowered beyond the lower bound (4), so increasing the

matching probability even further only causes more overlap between detectors, making it harder to detect all nonself strings

without also detecting some self strings (see Sections 2.3 and 4.1). Therefore, (3) ≥ (4) becomes an upper bound on the

useful matching probability Pm:

( ) ( )
1

12
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− ≥
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⋅
P P

N P

l mf m

S flog
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or
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≤
⋅ ⋅ −

⋅
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2
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1 (5)

2.3. The existence of holes

The bounds on detector set size seem to indicate that we merely have to choose a large enough detector set in order to

achieve any desired failure probability Pf. However, generally speaking, there will be a lower bound on the achievable

failure probability as well. This depends largely on the specific matching rule used. For the “ r-contiguous-bits”  matching

rule (two l-bit strings match each other if they are identical in at least r contiguous positions), we have developed efficient

detector generating algorithms [Helm94, Dhae95a], making it possible to generate a complete detector repertoire, in the

sense that it covers all nonself strings that can be covered. As shown in [Dhae96a], it turns out that for the r-contiguous bits

matching rule there may be some nonself strings, called “holes,”  for which it is impossible to generate valid detectors. If S

contains two strings s1 and s2 that match each other over at least (r-1) contiguous bits, they may induce two other strings h1

and h2 that cannot be detected because any candidate detector would also match either s1 or s2, as shown below for two 16-

bit self strings, with r = 7.

s

s

h

h
1

2

1

2

0000 000000

1111 111111

0000 111111

1111 000000

:

:

:

:

 

 
      

 

 

010101

010101

010101

010101
⇒

A similar argument shows that we also can have holes using a Hamming distance matching rule (where two strings

match if their Hamming distance is less than or equal to a fixed radius r). Figure 4 shows that a similar situation occurs

when self strings are represented as points in a Cartesian plane and a match between a string and a detector is said to occur

if the Euclidean distance between the corresponding points is smaller than a certain radius r.
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h

s2

s1

s2

Closest valid
detectors to h

Figure 4: if self strings are presented as points in a plane and the matching rule is Euclidean distance,

three self strings s1, s2, s3 may induce a hole h for which no valid detector can be generated.

We show that all practical matching rules with a constant matching probability (i.e. each detector matches equally many

strings and vice versa) can exhibit holes even with a non-trivial set of self strings. Let U be the set of all strings, S the set of

self strings to be protected, Matches(d) the strings detector d matches, and MatchedBy(s)  the detectors string s is matched

by, then h ∈U  is a hole iff ∀d ∈ MatchedBy(s), ∃s ∈ S: s ∈Matches(d). Given a string h and a matching rule M with

constant matching probability Pm, it suffices to show that we can construct a non-trivial self set S such that h is a hole.

Starting with the empty set, for each detector d matching h, we pick one string sd matched by d and add this string to S.

Then, by construction, for each possible detector for h there exists a self string matching that detector. The set S constructed

in this way will be non-trivial if it does not need to contain a significant portion of the total string space U in order for h to

be a hole. An example of a trivial set S inducing holes would be one where the number of nonself strings is smaller than the

number of strings matched by any detector. If we are using a matching rule with a constant matching probability Pm, a self

set of size NS = |MatchedBy(h)| = PmNU always suffices to induce a hole. Of course, we may already get holes for smaller

self sets than that. As we have shown earlier, just two self strings matching over r-1 contiguous bits are sufficient for the r-

contiguous-bits matching rule.

The existence of holes imposes a lower bound on the failure probability Pf we can achieve with a given detection

method, because it will always fail to detect holes (however, we will present some techniques below that enable us to get

around this limitation). If we calculate the required number of detectors to achieve a certain acceptable Pf without taking

holes into account, the real Pf achieved with this detector set may be substantially higher than expected. Further, the failure

probability associated with the holes themselves does not improve by distributing the algorithm if we use the same matching

rule at all the sites. Although the detector set on each machine may be generated independently from the other machines, the

same holes occur on all machines. Therefore, it might  be useful to try to spread the self strings apart as much as possible,

reducing the number of holes between them. This can be achieved by randomizing each self string with a hash function. We

may also choose to use detectors with a greater specificity (smaller radius in Figure 4), at the expense of a larger detector

set.

Another option is to try to eliminate the holes altogether, either locally or in a distributed fashion. Locally, this can be

achieved by using a matching rule that does not exhibit holes. For instance, with the r-contiguous-bits rule, we can choose a
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different value of r for each detector, between r=1 (detector matches almost the entire string space) and r=l (detector only

matches a single string: itself), such that potential holes can be filled by detectors with high specificity. The value of r

would have to be stored with each detector. This method also has the advantage that very large sections of string space

could be covered with only a few detectors. Note that although this seems to be a much more efficient way to cover the

nonself string space, the size of the detector set still has to conform to equation (4). In a distributed setting, with several

sites running their own detector sets, we can choose a different matching rule (same rule with different parameters or

different rule altogether) for each machine. Each will have a different set of holes which hopefully will be covered by some

other machines. For example, each site could perform a different permutation on the bits in the bit strings before applying

the r-contiguous-bits matching rule, or all strings could be encrypted with a site-dependent key. The combination of the

permutation (or encryption) plus the r-contiguous-bits rule generates an entire family of matching rule, one for each

different permutation (or encryption key).

Note that the existence of holes can be a blessing instead of a curse. Since holes are generated by interaction between a

number of self strings, holes will tend to be “close to”  these self strings in strings space (according to the matching rule

used). In some applications, we might not wish to detect strings that are that close to self. For instance, if this method is

used to monitor the behavior of a process, small deviations from the known normal behavior would likely be acceptable.

Many other change detection algorithms (such as checksums and message digests) are sensitive to any change in the data

and therefore not applicable when a certain amount of noise tolerance is required. On the other hand, if the method is being

used to detect viral code in a binary program file, both the self strings and the viral strings will consist of short machine

code segments. Pieces of viral code would likely be more similar to the valid self strings than to a totally random string of

the same length, and thus be more likely to be obscured by holes. In either case, it may be wise to calculate Pf based on the

a priori probabilities of expected changes (if known) instead of on random nonself strings.

3. Algorithms

This section describes three different algorithms for generating detector sets. Subsection 3.1 covers the original generate-

and-test algorithm presented in [Forr94]. Subsections 3.2 and 3.3 present two algorithms based on dynamic programming,

which run in linear time with respect to the size of the input: the linear time algorithm and the greedy algorithm. For some

examples and a more detailed derivation of the time and space complexities of these algorithms see [Helm94] and

[Dhae95a]. This last report also contains the algorithm for counting the holes, included here in subsection 3.4.

3.1. Generate-and-Test Algorithm

This algorithm mimics the generation of T cells in the immune system. Strings are drawn at random from Ud and

checked against all strings in S. If they fail to match any of the self strings, they are kept as valid detectors. This process of

random generation and checking against S is repeated until the required number of detectors is generated.

Generate-and-Test requires generating a number of random detector strings (NRo: initial detector repertoire size, before

negative selection) that is exponential in the size of self (for a fixed matching probability Pm ) [DeBo93]:
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NR0
=

− ln(Pf )

Pm ⋅ (1 − Pm )NS
 .

For independent detectors, we can approximate the failure probability Pf achieved by NR detectors:

Pf ≈ 1− Pm( )NR . (6)

For Pm sufficiently small and NR sufficiently large, this gives:

NR ≈ − ln Pf( ) Pm  . (7)

The assumption that the detectors are independent is not entirely valid. As NS or Pm increases, the candidate detector set

(C in Figure 2) will shrink, so the detectors chosen become less independent. Overlap among the detectors decreases the

amount of string space covered, resulting in a higher failure probability Pf than (6) would indicate.

The time complexity of this algorithm is proportional to NR, the number of candidate detectors that need to be examined,

and NS (because each string may have to be compared against all self strings). Space complexity is determined by NS:

time: 
−
⋅ −

⋅








ln( )

( )
,

P

P P
N

f

m m
N SS1

( )space: l NS⋅ .

3.2. Linear Time Algorithm

The generate-and-test algorithm is inefficient because most of the candidate detector strings are rejected, but works for

arbitrary matching rules. Some matching rules allow for more efficient detector generating algorithms. Here, we describe a

two-phase algorithm for the “ r-contiguous-bits”  matching rule (two l-bit strings match each other if they are identical in at

least r contiguous positions) that runs in linear time with respect to the size of the input (for fixed matching parameters l and

r). In Phase I, we use dynamic programming to solve a counting recurrence for the number of strings unmatched by strings

in S (candidate detectors, set C in Figure 2). In Phase II, we use the enumeration imposed by the counting recurrence to pick

detectors randomly from this set of candidate detectors.

Phase I: Solving the counting recurrence. Essentially, we try to answer the following question: For any r-bit string s,

how many l-bit strings starting with s are not matched by any string in S? We answer this question recursively, by counting

for any r-bit string s how many r+k bit strings starting with s are not matched by the last r+k bits of any string in S. This can

be calculated based on the number of r+k-1 bit strings starting with ˆ s (denoting s stripped of its first bit) followed by either

a 0 or 1, that are not matched by the last r+k-1 bits of any string in S. These numbers are stored in an array Ck[s], built up

recursively with k increasing from 0 to l-r. See the Appendix for a simple example of the construction of a C array.

Phase II: Generating strings unmatched by S. Note that Cl-r[.] sums up to the total number of strings not matched by any

string in S, i.e. |C|, the size of the set of candidate detectors C in Figure 2. We can impose a natural ordering on the

candidate detectors by sorting them by their digital representation. The first candidate detectors will then start with r zeroes,

and we know from above that there are exactly Cl-r[00…00] such strings not matched by S. Likewise, the next Cl-r[00…01]
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candidate detectors will start with 00…01, etc. If we now pick a random number between 0 and |C|, we can determine

which r-bit string s the corresponding candidate detector starts with, based on the partitioning imposed by Cl-r[s].

Furthermore, by construction each Cl-r[s] is the sum of two entries Cl-r[ ˆ s .0] and Cl-r[ ˆ s .1]. This further partitions the Cl-r[s]

candidate detectors starting with s into those whose next bit is either a zero or a one. So for each random number between 0

and |C|, Cl-r[.] determines the first r bits of the unique detector that corresponds to this number, whereas the next layers of

the Ck[.] array determine the succeeding bits, with C0[.] determining the last bit of the detector. We can use this to pick NR

valid detectors uniformly over the set of all candidate detectors C. See the Appendix for a simple example of how to

retrieve a random detector based on a C array.

The principle data structure used in this algorithm consists of the large ( l − r ) × 2r  C array representing all the possible

ways two strings can match over r contiguous bits. This has an impact on the time and space complexity of the algorithm.

Phase I takes ( )( )l r NS− ⋅  time to initialize those entries in C that match a self string, plus ( )( )l r r− ⋅ 2  time to

recursively fill in the rest of the array. Phase II takes ( )r  time to find the first r bits of each detector, and ( )l r−  time to

complete each detector:

( )( ) ( )( ) ( )time: l r N l r l NS
r

R− ⋅ + − ⋅ + ⋅2 ,

( )( )space: l r r− ⋅2 2 .

The above algorithm runs in time linear in the size of the self set and detector set (for given parameters l and r). This is

in contrast to the generate-and-test algorithm, which ran in time exponential to the size of the self set, but required

essentially constant space. The linear time algorithm still requires time and space exponential in the length r of the matching

region, which could present a problem if we need to choose long strings (l) and matching regions (r).

Phase I of the linear time algorithm allows us to count exactly how many detectors do not match any of the self strings in

S. Similarly, given a detector set R, we can use Phase I to count exactly how many self plus nonself strings are not matched

by any of the detectors. This count can be used to check whether enough detectors have been generated to achieve a given

allowable failure probability.

3.3. Greedy Algorithm

We can achieve a better coverage of the string space with the same number of detectors (or a smaller detector set for the

same amount of coverage) by not selecting the detectors at random, but placing them as far apart as possible. The greedy

algorithm we developed tries to do exactly that. At each step it picks one of the detectors that will match as many as

possible of the as yet unmatched nonself strings.

To construct the C array in Phase I of the previous algorithm we chose to examine the strings from right to left (from

C0[.] to Cl-r[.]). We can also go through the strings from left to right, constructing a second array C´ starting at C´l-r[.] and

calculating the following levels using a similar recurrence relation as for C. Dk[s] = Ck[s]×C´k[s] then represents the number

of l-bit strings that have the r-bit string s in position k, unmatched by any string in S. s and k define a template, i.e. a partial
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specification of some of the bits of a bitstring, and Dk[s] represents the number of strings with this template that are

unmatched by S.

If a given template has a zero entry in D, we know that all strings containing that template will match some string in S.

Conversely, if we restrict ourselves to picking templates with nonzero entries in D when constructing bit strings, we know

those strings will not be matched by any string in S. The algorithm uses two different D arrays, called DS and DR, the first

one based on the self set S and the second one based on the current state of the detector set R.

Phase I: Generate the DS array: this array will tell us from which templates we are allowed to choose when constructing

detectors. We will call the templates that have nonzero entries in this DS array valid detector templates.

Phase II: Generating strings unmatched by S. The second array DR, based on the current detector set R, will indicate how

many strings for each template are not yet matched by the previously generated detectors. The detector set starts out empty

and all entries in DR are initialized to 2l-r, the total number of l-bit strings containing an r-bit template. For each new detector

to be generated, we try to select the templates matching the most unmatched strings by searching through DR for the valid

detector template with the largest entry. If there is a tie between templates, we choose one at random. Starting from this

template, we then traverse the DR array to the left and to the right, each time choosing to add a 0 or 1 bit to the starting

template depending on which represents the template with the highest number of strings not yet matched by R (while still

restricting ourselves to valid detector templates). Next, we add the completed detector to R and update the DR array to

reflect accordingly.

We repeat this process of picking a detector and updating DR until all valid detector templates have zero entries in DR. At

that point, for any template that is not in S there are no more strings that have not yet been matched by a detector, i.e., we

have covered all strings that can possibly be covered by detectors. We call this a complete detector repertoire.

This algorithm also has the attractive property that we can keep a running count of the number of nonself strings that are

still unmatched by any detector. For a given acceptable failure probability Pf  we can simply keep generating detectors until

we reach the corresponding number of unmatched nonself strings (or until we run out of candidate detectors, which would

mean that there are too many holes to be able to reach the desired Pf ).

At best, we can spread the detectors apart such that no two detectors match the same nonself string, which would get us

the lower bound on the number of detectors mentioned earlier [Pere79]:

NR ≥ 1− Pf( ) Pm . (3)

Looking at the structure of the template array we can get another estimate for NR. Each detector generated matches one

of the 2r templates in each of the (l-r) columns of the template array, and sets the corresponding count there to zero. We can

zero out all the entries in a column with at most 2r detectors:

NR ≤ 2r  .

This formula does not take into account the entries in the template array already zeroed out by matching self strings. If

we assume the self strings are independent, each template has a chance (1− 2−r )NS  of not matching any of the NS  self

strings. The estimate for NR then becomes:
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NR ∝ 2r ⋅ 1− 2− r( )NS

 . (8)

The time complexity for this algorithm is dominated by the time needed to update the template array for each new

detector generated, making it quite a bit slower than the previous algorithm, although the space complexity is of the same

order:

( )( )time: l r Nr
R− ⋅ ⋅2 ,

( )( )space: l r r− ⋅2 2 .

3.4. Counting the holes

As we mentioned earlier, even though the above algorithm is capable of constructing a complete detector repertoire, this

does not necessarily mean it can construct a detector set capable of recognizing all non-self strings, i.e., all strings not in S.

Depending on the matching rule used and the strings in S, there may be some holes for which it is impossible to generate

valid detectors.

Running the greedy algorithm until all valid detectors have been used up would tell us exactly how many nonself strings

cannot be detected. In [Dhae95a] we developed a more efficient algorithm for counting the exact number of holes, similar

to the way the number of detector strings not matched by S are counted in the linear time algorithm. In the previous section

we showed how we can generate detectors by only picking valid detector templates in array DS. Similarly, holes will have to

contain only invalid detector templates, because if a string were to contain a valid detector template, we could construct a

detector to match that string using this template. Once we have calculated DS in order to determine which are the invalid

detector templates, we can count the exact number of undetectable strings (self strings plus holes) similar to the way the

number of candidate detector strings are counted in the linear time algorithm. The space and time complexities are similar:

( )( ) ( )( )time: l r N l rS
r− ⋅ + − ⋅ 2 ,

( )( )space: l r r− ⋅2 2 .

The reasonably short running time makes this a useful tool in discovering appropriate settings for the l and r parameters

of the matching rule. At the least, we want the number of holes, NH , to be small enough to allow the desired failure

probability Pf : NH ≤ Pf ⋅ 2l  . If we stick close to this upper bound on the allowed number of holes, we can expect to need

almost all valid detectors to cover the very last nooks and crannies of the detectable nonself string space. If the number of

holes is much smaller, we may need substantially fewer detectors for the same Pf . The smaller the fraction of non-zero

entries there are in the template array, the more holes there will be (because holes consist solely of templates that have zero

entries in the template array). The template array becomes sparse if NS >> 2r , because each of the NS  self strings can

match one of the 2r templates. In order to get only a small number of holes, we should therefore use

NS ≤ 2r  . (9)
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4. Practical considerations and results

In this section we use the algorithms and analysis from the previous sections to explore which parameter settings are

practical. Subsection 4.1 looks at results obtained for relatively small randomly generated self sets, and draws some

conclusions from comparisons between different algorithms and formulas. Subsection 4.2 looks at a much larger real-world

example and examines how the failure probability scales with detector set size and matching length r. In Subsection 4.3 we

present a summary of the appropriate formulas for the r-contiguous-bits matching rule, and give step-by step instructions on

how to choose the parameters for a real data stream.

4.1. Repertoire sizes using different algorithms

Table 2 shows detector repertoire sizes obtained with the different algorithms using randomly generated self files and a

number of different parameter sets ( NS , l and r), as well as some upper and lower bounds predicted by the formulas

presented in the previous sections. We have arbitrarily chosen Pf =0.1 as an acceptable failure rate. Because the algorithm

might be able to cover more of the total nonself string space with a smaller set of detectors if there is some structure to the

self strings, independent self strings will tend to be a worst case situation for estimating NR (ignoring the effect of the holes

on the achievable Pf ).

When we compare the results in columns (e) and (h), we see that the greedy algorithm generates a detector set that is

from 8% to 41% smaller than the size predicted for independently chosen detectors. Also note that formula (2) indicates that

the desired Pf  should be reachable with a detector set of a certain size, although there might be so many holes in the string

space that this Pf  is unreachable, as indicated by the entries marked “ (*)”  in (h). For the linear time and the generate-and-

test algorithm, generating a detector set of the size indicated by (7) does not give us any guarantee that we will achieve the

specified Pf . For these algorithms, it will be necessary to count the number of undetected strings a posteriori (as described

in Section 3.2), and generate some more detectors if necessary. This is not a problem for the greedy algorithm, because we

have a running count of the number of unmatched strings (at the expense of a more time consuming algorithm), so we can

continue generating detectors until Pf  falls below the specification.
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Table 2: Repertoire sizes and number of holes for different configurations. (a): file size in bytes. (b),

(c): parameters chosen for the matching rule. (d): corresponding matching probability Pm  for the r-

contiguous-bit matching rule. (e): NR calculated according to formula (7), for independent detectors.

(f): size of complete detector repertoire generated with the greedy algorithm. (g): estimate for (f)

based on formula (8). (h): NR generated by greedy algorithm until Pf ≤ 0.1 ( (*) means that Pf ≤ 0.1

could not be achieved). (i): lower bound on (h) based on formula (3). (j): entropy-based lower bound

(4) on (h). (k): number of holes present.

With a greedy selection of detectors, the last detectors generated will only match a small number of as yet unmatched

nonself strings, and will therefore not have a significant effect on Pf . This means that when going from Pf = 0.1 to

Pf = minNR
(Pf ) , quite a large number of extra detectors may have to be added to match all of the tiny unmatched regions

LS

(a)

NS×l

(b)

r

(c)

Pm

(d)

indep.

Pf =0.1

(e)

greedy

complete

(f)

estimate

complete

(g)

greedy

Pf =0.1

(h)

optimal

Pf =0.1

(i)

entropy

Pf =0.1

(j)

number

of holes

(k)

500 250×16 10

9

8

0.0039

0.0088

0.0195

589

262

118

793

320

88

802

314

96

374

212

(*)

230

102

46

52 634

4438

21076

1K 250×32 11

10

9

8

0.0056

0.0117

0.0244

0.0508

410

196

94

45

1796

821

378

89

1813

802

314

96

313

153

76

(*)

160

77

37

18

26 2649

24911

2150714

5.182e+08

500×16 11

10

9

0.0017

0.0039

0.0088

1347

589

262

1610

632

155

1604

628

193

829

445

(*)

526

230

102

104 882

3854

24937

2K 500×32 12

11

10

9

0.0027

0.0056

0.0117

0.0244

856

410

196

94

3584

1668

772

201

3625

1604

628

193

650

316

159

(*)

335

160

77

37

52 4787

52318

2420706

4.656e+08

1000×16 12

11

10

0.0007

0.0017

0.0039

3154

1347

589

3204

1258

340

3207

1257

385

1856

1233

(*)

1233

526

230

208 1353

5428

23933

4K 1000×32 13

12

11

10

0.0013

0.0027

0.0056

0.0117

1799

856

410

196

7144

3304

1516

378

7251

3207

1257

385

1352

659

328

(*)

703

335

160

77

104 8475

85798

3991790

5.230e+08
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of nonself string space. This explains the large difference in detector set size between, for example, 90% detection rate (h)

and the maximum detection rate (complete repertoire, (f)).

Both (3) and (4) (columns (i) and (j) in Table 2) are indeed effective lower bounds on the size of the detector set needed

for a failure probability of Pf =0.1. The entropy-based lower bound is less strict, partially because it does not take the

properties of the matching rule into account. The lower bound in column (i) is based on optimal spacing of the detectors,

which is precisely what the greedy algorithm tries to achieve, so we could view column (i) as the optimal detector set size

for the greedy algorithm. Interestingly, when the greedy algorithm aims for an optimal detector set size that is smaller or

almost equal to the size indicated by the entropy-based lower bound (i.e., (i)≤(j)), it is unable to do so (entry in (h) is “ (* )” )

because the number of holes in the string space (column (k)) is too large with respect to the desired Pf . This suggests that

( )
( )P

l m P

N P
m

f

S f

≤
⋅ ⋅ −

⋅

log ( )

log

2

2

1

1 (5)

indeed provides an interesting upper bound on the value for Pm  (and therefore r) given NS , l and Pf .

Within one set of rows with the same NS  and l, we see that the repertoire size decreases with matching length r.

However, the number of holes in string space seems to increase in an exponential fashion with decreasing r up to the point

where we can no longer find an adequate detector set for the acceptable failure probability Pf . Since Pm  increases

exponentially with (l-r), a smaller matching length means that each detector matches more strings, so fewer detectors are

needed. However, each self string will also match more detectors, so the set of candidate detectors becomes smaller and the

number of holes gets larger due to interaction between self strings. For the smallest r for which we can still achieve Pf=0.1,

a large number of the nonself strings not matched by R are holes. As mentioned before, using different matching lengths at

the same time would allow us to combine matching all nonself strings and covering most of the nonself string space by a

small number of detectors.

By looking at rows with the same LS , we can get an idea of the effect of choosing a shorter or longer string length to

split the data up in self strings. For instance, the rows with NS=250 and l=32 are generated for the same data as the rows

with NS=500 and l=16. Similarly for NS=500, l=32 and NS=1000, l=16. We see that with a longer string length l, a

smaller number of detectors is needed to achieve Pf  = 0.1. If we look at how much space is taken up by the detector set

( NR × l ), the larger string length still comes out ahead. Note that with the larger string length the number of holes in the

string space is substantially larger (for the same values of r). This is due to the fact that the string space itself is much larger

as well. However, the fraction of string space occupied by holes is smaller for larger l because the self strings are spaced

farther apart and therefore interact with each other less. This means that for a larger string length l, we can choose a smaller

r (larger matching probability) and still have an acceptable detector set.

4.2. Pf versus NR for a real data file

Figure 5 shows how Pf  varies with NR for a binary file (GNU emacs v19.25.2 SGI binary, 3.2MB). The data for each

value of r was derived from a single large detector set generated with the linear time algorithm (one million detectors for
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r=16 and r=18; 5 million detectors for r=19). 1000 nonself strings were checked against each of these detector sets, and for

each nonself string we recorded the index of the first detector to match the string. We can then derive the probability of

success (1- Pf ) as the cumulative histogram over these values. Note that this means that the points in each curve are not

completely independent. However, this approach gives us a reasonable approximation for a much smaller computational

effort.
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Figure 5: Pf  versus NR for a binary file. (a): linear scale for NR; (b): log scale for NR.

The figure shows at first a sharp, almost linear, drop in the failure probability, due to each detector covering a fraction of

the nonself space. As the randomly chosen detectors start to overlap, this linear decline becomes an exponential. If we were

to use the greedy algorithm to generate the detector set, we would expect this linear decline to continue much farther, as

each new detector is designed to overlap with the previous detectors as little as possible. The decline in Pf  is sharper for

smaller values of r, i.e. larger matching probabilities, because each detector matches a larger fraction of string space, so

most of the space can be covered by a small number of detectors. As the detector set size increases even further, Pf  starts

to level off to a non-zero value, because of the presence of holes. Even though Pf  decreases sharper initially for smaller r,

it levels off at a higher level because there are more holes. This leveling off at a non-zero value can be avoided by using

variable-radius detectors, or by using several detector sets with different matching rules.

Note also that for each detector set size there is an optimal value for r. In general, if we want to have a smaller detector

set, we will have to use a smaller value for r (such that each detector matches more nonself strings). Similarly, for each

value of Pf  there is an optimal value for r. As the acceptable failure rate decreases, we will have to go to larger values of r

(more specific detectors) and larger detector sets.

Finally, if we are protecting this file in a distributed fashion, with a number of different machines each running its own

detector set, we can exploit the fact that the failure probability decreases exponentially with the number of detector sets. In

that case we may already be satisfied with a failure rate for the individual detector sets of Pf ≈ 0.5 . Theoretically, four

independent detector sets with Pf = 0.5 would give a total failure rate of only 0.0625. Figure 5 shows that this can be

achieved with a repertoire as small as 30,000 to 120,000 detectors. This is a much more reasonable size, given that the
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original self file contains about one million strings. Similarly, if we assume each anomaly results in a number of

independent nonself strings, fairly high per-string failure rates like this can still give a very low per-anomaly failure rate.

4.3. Summary of formulas and rules of thumb

4.3.1. Choosing the alphabet size

The larger the alphabet size used, the harder it becomes to make an optimal choice for the matching length r. This is due

to the fact that for the matching rules considered here, the matching probability Pm ∝ m−r  [Perc92, Uspe37]. Assuming that

Pm  has to stay within certain bounds for the detection algorithm to perform efficiently, the range of acceptable values for r

becomes very narrow with increasing alphabet size.

For some applications, however, a non-binary alphabet may be more appropriate. For example, [Forr94] describes an

experiment in which a C program compiled for a RISC architecture was checked for changes. Each opcode was mapped

into one of 104 symbols (m=104). An important area of future investigation is to study the performance of different size

alphabets, especially in those cases where a non-binary alphabet is most natural.

4.3.2. Choosing the string length

First, we determine a lower bound for l by requiring that the self strings should occupy only a fraction of the total string

space:

NS ≈ LS l ≤ 2l  .

This corresponds to 1-byte strings for a stream of up to 256 bytes (2Kbits), 2-byte strings for streams of up to 128KB

(1Mbits), 3-byte strings for streams of up to 50MB (400Mbits), and 4-byte strings for streams up to 17GB (137Gbits). Note

that this is not an exact lower bound for l, because splitting up the data into l-bit strings may cause many duplicate strings,

so NS ≤ LS l . If we want to know the exact lower bound for l (or if the data to be checked for changes is not a fixed size

file but rather a continuous stream of data) we can explicitly count the number of unique l-bit strings for different values of

l.

The second step in selecting string length is to determine whether there exists a natural string length imposed by the data.

For instance, to protect a database consisting of a series of 3-byte records, a multiple of three bytes would be an obvious

string length to try because it preserves the structure of the data. If the data does not exhibit any natural string length, we

might still be able to find by inspection certain recurring features that we want to be able to capture. The string length will

have to be longer than these features for them to be preserved in the self strings. Finally, there will be an upper bound to the

string length, imposed by the generating algorithms. Increasing l usually also means r has to be increased (certainly if we

want the matching probability to remain constant). However, for large l and r, the algorithms described in this report

become computationally very expensive.

4.3.3. Choosing the matching length

To keep the number of holes low, we want to pick r such that NS ≤ 2r  (9). Again, we might want to replace NS  in this

formula by the number of unique l-bit strings that appear in the data.
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As illustrated by Table 2, formula (5) gives an approximate upper bound on Pm  (and thus a lower bound on r, for a given

string length l) in order to be able to construct a detector repertoire for the acceptable failure probability Pf :

( )
( )P

l m P
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S f

≤
⋅ ⋅ −

⋅

log ( )

log

2

2

1

1 (5)

Finally, after a minimum value for r has been chosen, we should count the exact number of holes present in the string

space. If this exceeds the acceptable number of holes of NH ≤ Pf ⋅ 2l , we choose a smaller matching probability (i.e. larger

r) and try again. In general, because we do not have an exact procedure to determine the optimal values for l and r, a

number of valid combinations may have to be tried and weighed against each other in terms of ease of construction of the

detector set, size of the resulting detector set, attainable failure probability, etc.

4.3.4. Choosing the number of detectors

We have seen a number of lower bounds and estimates for NR under different assumptions. We will go through these

one by one, from the least tight lower bounds to what we expect to be the best estimates.

If the parameters of the self set and matching rule are such that generating the detectors using the greedy algorithm is too

expensive, we can use the linear time algorithm to select a set of detectors independently chosen from the candidate

detectors. If we assume the detectors chosen are also independent of each other with respect to the total string space, we get

the lower bound from (7):

NR ≈ − ln Pf( ) Pm  . (7)

This last independence assumption usually doesn’ t hold: because of the limited number of candidate detectors, there will

be more overlap between detectors than we would expect from strings chosen independently from the entire string space. If

this is the case, the number of detectors needed to achieve Pf  could be quite a bit larger than the value indicated by (7). We

may have to estimate the actual Pf  a posteriori over a sample of nonself strings.

If we use an algorithm that attempts to spread out the detectors, such as the greedy algorithm, the minimum number of

detectors needed to achieve an acceptable Pf  is given by (3):

NR ≥ 1− Pf( ) Pm  . (3)

This is an absolute lower bound, in the sense that it is impossible to cover that much of string space with fewer detectors.

However, depending on the structure present in the self data, it can be difficult to pick detectors that are spread apart

optimally. Note that if we have chosen r according to formula (5), using this lower bound for NR will automatically imply

that we also satisfy the entropy lower bound (4). Using (3) to calculate the number of detectors needed for the greedy algo-

rithm is only interesting in terms of getting a ballpark figure for NR to evaluate whether the parameters l and r have been

chosen efficiently. If we are satisfied with the estimate we simply run the greedy algorithm until it reaches exactly the

desired Pf . If we are interested in achieving the minimum possible failure probability Pf , we can construct a complete

detector repertoire by running the greedy algorithm till exhaustion. (8) provides a fairly close estimate for the size of the

complete detector set for independent self strings:
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NR ∝ 2r ⋅ 1− 2− r( )NS

 . (8)

4.3.5. Detection scheme

One area that we have not yet examined closely is how best to implement the actual detection scheme once an

appropriate detector set has been generated. Here are some possible examples:

• Maximum security: every string is checked against the entire detector set. Other, more conventional, anomaly detection

algorithms might be more appropriate in this case.

• Intermittent checking: at certain intervals, a small number of strings is checked against a small number of detectors

chosen at random from the detector set. This relies on the probabilistic nature of our anomaly detection method. It

assumes that if a change is undetected, it will be detected during some other check, or on another machine. This might not

be acceptable if a single occurrence of the change can be fatal.

• Weighted detection: detectors can be chosen more frequently depending on previous performance, based on known

expected changes (known failure modes, virus signatures, etc.), or in order to get a homogeneous coverage of nonself

string space (some areas of nonself string space may be covered by more detectors than others).

• Distributed detection: the detector set is split up over a number of autonomous agents (see [Cros95]) each doing checks in

parallel. This is also the scheme used in the real immune system, where each T cell corresponds to a single detector.

• Distributed independent detection: each agent has a detector set generated independently from all other agents. This is

similar to a population of individuals with immune systems. The advantage is that holes in one individual’s immune

system can be covered by another’s, so an infection cannot spread through the entire population. A similar setup could be

used to protect a whole network of computers.

5. Conclusions

Previous work on this new immunological approach to anomaly detection had shown its feasibility. In particular, the

linear time algorithm has made it practical to construct efficient detector sets for large data sets. We have also made

significant improvements towards quantifying the range of acceptable values for the different parameters associated with

the detection method, to the point that we can give guidelines for setting up a detection system like this for any given data

set. The distributed nature of this algorithm is promising for networked and distributed computing environments. As a very

general-purpose anomaly detection method it could be a useful supplement to more specific, and therefore more brittle,

protection mechanisms. We imagine a layered computer immune system, with specific protection mechanisms against well

known or previously encountered intrusions, and non-specific protection mechanisms like the one presented here to

intercept those intrusions that evade the specific mechanisms.

There are a number of remaining issues to be examined. Here are the most important ones:

• Developing more general formulas for systems in which a certain rate ′ P f  of false positives is allowed.

• Deriving approximate formulas for non-random data by looking at some measures of the self strings (entropy, number of

unique self strings, etc.).
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• It may prove useful to analyze the detectors with respect to their Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension (VC-dimension). In

particular, going from detectors with a fixed matching radius r to a variable radius, as was suggested in section 2.3 to

eliminate holes, corresponds to using detectors with a higher VC-dimension.

• Constructing a linear time algorithm for the Hamming distance matching rule. This matching rule might give improved

performance because it does not limit the length of the matching templates and should therefore be able to capture larger

structures in the self strings.

• In order to eliminate the negative effect of holes on the system-wide failure probability, one would want to have a family

of matching rules with the same basic parameters. This would allow the parameters to be chosen optimally for the task,

while still allowing for an effectively different matching rule at each site. Families of matching rules based on

permutation or encryption with a unique key (as touched upon in Section 2.3) need to be analyzed with respect to their

ability to generate non-overlapping sets of holes.

• From a security point of view, it might be useful to have a matching rule for which it is provably hard to construct (and

thus to forge) a detector set. Can we come up with matching rules based on some NP-complete problems for instance?
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APPENDIX: The Linear Time Algorithm in Action

Let l=6, r=3, S = {110100,100101} . Table 3 shows the C array constructed for this self set. First, those entries

corresponding with templates occurring directly in any of the self strings are zeroed out. This is the case for 110***,

100***, *101**, *001**, **010*, ***100 and ***101 (marked in bold). All the remaining entries in C0[s] are

set to 1. The entries in the rest of the array are then filled up according to Cn+1[000] = Cn[000] + Cn[001]; Cn+1[001] =

Cn[010] + Cn[011], … Cn+1[111] = Cn[110] + Cn[111]. Note that C1[110] = 0, even though template **110* does not

directly match any string in S. However, any string conforming to the template **110* will have to contain either

**1100 , and match 110100, or  **1101, and match 100101.
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The sum of entries in C3[s] is 32, indicating that there are 32 candidate detectors, the first 4 of which start with

000***, the next six with 001***, etc. We can now generate random, valid, detectors by choosing a number between 0

and 31, and reconstructing the corresponding detector. Suppose we pick 17. Table 4 shows how we proceed to retrieve the

detector corresponding to this number. The second column in this table (labeled “ range”) shows that detectors 14 till 19

start with 011**. Detector 17 is the fourth detector in this range. We know that C3[011] = C2[110] + C2[111] = 4 + 2. In

other words, the first four detectors in this range, including detector 17, will have a 0 next (corresponding to template

*110**), the last two detectors in this range will have a 1 next (corresponding to template *111**). Thus, we know that

detector 17 starts with 0110**. Again, C2[110] = C1[100] + C1[101] = 2 + 2. Detector 17 is the last detector within this

range, therefore it belongs to template **101*. Similarly, we find template ***011 for the final bit. The total detector is

thus 011011, which clearly does not match either string in S.

s C3[s] C2[s] C1[s] C0[s]

000 4 4 2 1

001 6 0 2 1

010 4 4 0 1

011 6 2 2 1

100 0 4 2 0

101 6 0 2 0

110 0 4 0 1

111 6 2 2 1

Table 3: C Array constructed for S = {110100,100101}, r=3.

s range C3[s] C2[s] C1[s] C0[s]

000 0-3 4 4 2 1

001 4-9 6 0 2 1

010 10-13 4 4 0 1

011 14-19 6 2 2 1

100 - 0 4 2 0

101 20-25 6 0 2 0

110 - 0 4 0 1

111 26-31 6 2 2 1

Table 4: Retrieving detector 17 from C Array.
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